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1. IBfRQPUCTION 

The most commonly accepted methodologies for evaluating the impact of 
research use a shift in the commodity supply function as the basis for 
their analysis. A number of studies have used a horizontal shift in the 
supply as a measure of the potential impact of r.esearch. Others have used 
a vertical shift in the supply to $stimate this impact.. Latted attc!ttion 
has been given to ~hich of these, if either. is more appr~?~in'~ and when. 
Mora importantly consid~ration has not been given t., ,::.~~ potential 
implications of this choice and whether certain p.recautions should be born 
in mind, depending on the measure used. !is"'", project level evaluations 
implicitly use a horizontal supply shift llitbout considering the importance 
of the issues involved. Oftp.n, the yield increase from experimental trails 
is used as a {lroxy for the 1. ...nal hor.iz:cT'.":.el ~.:.ift in the aggregate supply
It is important to establish what aQcd,,,.!.onal impliCit assumptions might be 
being made in these choices and how these may !nfluence the res~lts 
obtained. To achieve this it is necessary to establish the rel.$.tionship 
between the underlying production function. the associated cost functions 
and then the aggregated supply function. 

The aim of this palier is to provide QJ1 initial . 'asie for establishing the 
relationship between and shortcomings of these tw .. ' potential measures _ It 
begins l'y highlighting the main po;~· s from some nast studies It This is 
followed by a simple diagrauunfJo.ir.,./.l presentation 01 several response and 
C\Jst function situations to provide a preliminary b,Hlis for identifying the 
important issues. Some conclusions for future research evaluat.ion studies 
and work in this area are then highlighted • 

. ~ 

2. AN OYERVIEi Of PgvIoys sTf1DUs 

2.1 Introduction 

Many past studies have recognised the importance of a sl- of ft in the supply 
of a c.ommodity as a measure of the imvact of research. Several of these 
have discussed a range of option~ for math:-:.atically representing this 
shift in ar. aggregate supply funct:ion. However, few studies have focused 
on the importance of understanding the theoretical linkages underlying 
these possible shifts. Nor on the possible implications of these linkages 
for guiding the estimation of the size of the supply shift for applied 
studies. 

This ')')ction provides a brief overview of some of these studies and uses 
tUlolm to highlight some of the important issues which need to be considered 
in cho~sing the type of supply shift to adopt. The resulting discussion 
provides the basis for the final section of the -paper which develops a 
preliminary analysis of some production function and cost function linkages 
which can be important. 

2.2 The Adoption of Vertical or Horizontal Shifts ;.n Past Studies 

Norton and Davis (1981), in reviewing many past research evaluation 
studies, highlighted the variability between studieS in the choice of the 
type of supply shift used to represent the impact of research. They noted 
that Shultz (1953). in probably the first study in this area, used a 
vertica.l shift in the aggregate agri.cultural supply function to estimate 
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the returns to past -=1gricultural research. gis vertical ,;'f).ift ti4S an 
estimate of the reduction in inpl:~ costs required to produce .existing 
production relative to input costs if the tect:.nical change had not 
.occurred. The next .major contribution by Griliche6 (19SS). however. used 
several approachC"ls including a horizouta: supply shift to estimate the 
impact of corn research. There have been a large number of studies since 
these and a range of supply ahifts have been employed. Host have used 
either an estimate of cost reQ"lctionat the pre-r,.,search output level, that 
is, the vertical shift, or an estimate of the l.ncrease in output at the 
pre-research price level, that is, the horizontal shift, However, other 
shifts have also been used. P~terson (1967), for example, used a variation 
of a horizontGl shift. That is. he used a shift parameter based on the 
before and after research output level, except output levels were estimated 
allowing for ::hange,;; in the price due tQ demand effects rather than holding 
the price fixed as in most other studies.. As with several other studie.s 
the supply shift was measured as a shift to the left, that is, as if the 
technology was ~.emoved re.ther than introduced. 

!kino and !tayaai (1975) used a horizontal supply shift to assess rice 
research in .Japan. They approxim.ated "he shift in the aggregate supply by 
estimating the shift in the undet'ly~g rice production function. 1'hey 
auggeatedthat the relationship can be ap~roximatP4 by : 

h 

where : 

- (1) 

h is the ).)roportional horizontal shift in the ageregate 
supply. That is the rate of increase in output. due to 
research with the commodity price held constant. 

e is the \)\1l'i ~.:ice $uppl~' elasticity. 
St 

g is the t"ate of shift in the production function. That 
iS t the rate of increase in output after research if the 
same level of inputs are uaed. 

The derivation of this relationship was not presented but they noted that 
it assumes fact-or neutral technical change (and, although not stated, 
assumes a constant elasticity - in their case Cobb Douglas .. production 
function). They used percentage yield changes from experiment station 
comparative yield tests to estimate this shift in the production funct;on. 

The analysis of resea.rch generated supply shifts by Lindner and Jarrett 
(1978) and the subsequent debate by Rose (l980), Wise and Fell (1980) and 
Lindner and Jarrett (1930), altbough not specifically addressing ths issues 
of interes... here. emphasised the importance of con$.idering the specific 
cost impacts of resee":'ch. Most of the debate emphasisel the importance of 
mellsur~:ng anc! understanding the ccst reduction effects of research, that 
is, tbe vertical shift in the supply function4 

Edwards and Freebairn (1982) highlighted the importance of using the 
vertical shift or reduction in unit cost as the measure of research 
impact. They first showed that the relationship between the vertical aud 
ho~izontal shift in the aggregate supply function is given by (p201), 



k 

where ~ 

4 

- (2) 

k is the p_'oportionate reduction in the unit cost of 
pr:oduetion with pra-research costs as the bane. 

h is (as in equation (2» the proportionate increase in 
production with the pre-research productio::l. as the base. 

as is the cwn price elasticity of supply. 

tlith this re.l.ations!1ip they then demonstrated, 'J8ing an applicaticn for 
weed control research, that the estimates of the economic surp.lus gains 
from research are very sensitive to the supply elasticity estimates if the 
impact is first measurect aa a horizontal shift in tha supply. Since 
reliable estimates of these elasticities are .often difficuj.;; tc obtain they 
conclude (as did Lindner and Jarrett (1978)~ that it is preferable to use a 
cost analYSis and therefore vertical supply shift to estimate the impact of 
research. 

Hare recently Lynam and Jones (1985) provided a useful discussion of the 
importance of understanding the production function/cost function linkagv,s 
for assessing the ':'mpact of technical change. They highlight several 
points which are import.,.nt _ fc.. the di::lcussion in this paper. These 
include: 

(i) ine production function to horizont;(4l supply shift reJ.al..!onship 
developed by !kino and nayami (1975) has several limitations. As 
discussed above (see equation (1» the estiMate only applies to 
neutral technical change and a constant elastj,eity production 
f\1nction. The neutral technical change is ~n important 
limitation. 

(ii) Considerable care is required in considering the restrictions 
these production functions impose on the supply and therefore the 
possible inconsistencies which may arise if elasticity estimates 
used in equation (1) are taken from studies independent of the 
research production impact assessments. Combinations of equations 
(1) and. (2) above. uhich are implied in some studies, would 
especially potentially suffer this problem. 

(iii) Past studies have shown that pro(iuction functions estimated from 
part experimental datE. have provided poor estimates of actual 
output increases due to research. 

In light of tht!se romments and otners, relating to modelling supply shifts 
due to rRsearch. they then developeo. a research evaluation model which 
includes three shift parameters. The model is: 

Q • k [k P kg u]d 1 c . 2 - 1'1 (3) 
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where 
Q is the output o.f the corrunodity. 

P is the price of the cOJXImodity. 

c,d are the pre.research supply constanta. 

k
i 

are the three supply shift paraJlleters due to research. 

Lynam and Jones focus their a.ttention on deflning the k I S in terms of 
whether they represent different mathenH~tical forms. for example .. parallel. 
divergent or convergent shifts, rather than clea.rly indicating thei~ 
economic interpretation. !n fact the k's used can r:epresent both vertical 
and horizontal supply shifts. This can be confusing especially when the 
saJlle symbol, k, is used for all possible research :1JDpacts. 

Given the importance they initia.lly placed on the need to understand the 
production function/cost function interactions the form of this ~odel is 
so=ewhat surprisingf ihen supply functions are derived from underlying 
production functions the I constant' terms in the supp-ly function become 
complex functions of the underlying production funct.ion parameters.. A 
neutral te"hnical ch&""ge which involves 4 change in the constant terms in 
the production function will probably have an impact similar to k

l
, 

However, no.n-neutral technical change ':Ili11 have potential y 
non-proportional impacts on all the parameters in the supply function. In 
the case of equation (3) this would involve changes in both c and d. In 
addition the relationship uetween the k's in this model and the vertical 
and horizontal supply shift at some referencfl price and output has not been 
established. A combination of th~ last two points leaves some uncertainty 
regarding the meaning of and comparability between changes incorporated 
through each of the kts. For example, it is unclear whether a 20% change 
in each of the ,k' s is a comparable qet of technologies and whether they 
have a l:"oi1sistent link baclt tn t.he production function. The critical 
underlying issue is; ho\! are the k' s actually estimated? The authors 
acknowledg9 thi~ by I H' the model does not resolve the question of 
appropriate spaci!ication of ~he shift parameters ••• ' (p.1S). Indeed the 
study presents arbitrarily cnQ~e~ 20% values for each 'k' in the empirical 
application. Also in Pachico, Lynam and Jones (1981) only hypothetical 
val~es for 'k' ~ere used in applying the model. 

Ant.)ny and Anderson (1990) also adopted this type of model. Instead of 
interpreting the three shift parameters in more detail and then estimating 
them directly they suggest that technical researcners can understand 
horizontal sllifts in aggregate supply functions better than cost reductions 
and then uta the fu!lowing to estimate tbe k's: 

where : 
h 

(4) 

is the technical resqaL~hers' estimate of the 
proportionate shift in the aggregate supply. 

are the pre ... research equilibrium prices and 
quantities 
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the authot's note that for this equation of three unknowns it is only 
possible to est~mate one of t~ k's at a time - the rest being set equal to 
1. Also though they suggest that k3 is actually excluded because it 
8iv63 unacceptable re~ults. Inspect.ion of equation (4) and consideration 
of the paper's discussion indicates that equation (4) isa substitute for 
equation (2). Thus it if( similar 1:.0 the horizontal to vertical conversion 
suggested by Edwards:: £~lj Freebairn (1982). Care iH, however. required to 
not cOufuse the k'~ ~ith the vertical shift at pre~research equilibrium. 

Antony and Anderson (1990) suggest, however, that 'hi is equivalent to the 
shift in the underlying production functictl~ that is. in the terminology of 
equation {l} they assume hlllg. The unde1.l.ying economic basis for this 
assumption is not clear. Based on the discussion by Lynam and Jones (1985) 
and 4bove. however. they implicitly seem to be asswning that (i) the 
technologies being considered are f.actor neutral, (ii) the supply 
elasticity fot" all commoditie'i consid.ered is zero (see equation (1», and 
(iii) th4lt farm based production observations are available to estimate 
output changes and these are not determined under resea1.cher cont~olled 
conditions. Few of these assumptions at-pear reasonable • Since the Lynam 
and Jones model they adopt becomes redundant if the supply elasticity is 
zero. assumption (ii) is difficult to accept. This assumption also implies 
a speeial case underlying production function. 

In conclusion there has b~en some discussion of the production function to 
cost functlon linkages of technical change in the existing literature. 
However, there is atill a need to give more attention to this issue if the 
impac..; of research is to be fully understood and research evaluation 
studies are to be improved. As noted in Norton and Davis (1981). past 
studies have often not made it clear whether a vertical or horizontal shift 
is being used. notation has often been confusing and as a result a 
substantial range of formulae are available for estimating research 
benefits. In the next section some implications of this are discussed. 

2.3 x.portant Issues foX' the Choice of Shift 

As indicated in the previous section many pa.st studies have considered 
several issues relating to retearcl':. evaluation methodology in the one 
paper. It is often instructive to separate each Qf the issues and coneider 
them individually.. !n te~ms of the supply shift due to research, two 
important issues are involved. These include; 

(i) At an aggregate supply leve-l is the shape of the shift important? 

(ii) Is the re a strong basis iot: suggesting that research impacts are 
better measured as ~"l output increase or as a cost reduction? 
Tbat is, a horizontal or vertical shift. 

In the rest of this paper we will put aside thp first issue. In the past 
this has involved discus:.dng parallel versus non-parallel shifts. linear 
verSUi1 non-linear f\1nctional forms etc. Several authors still seem to want 
~o continue this r'~bate by using geometric/matheu:atical lIlanipulations of 
supply funct;!.ons. Others f however t have accepted the main conclusions 
whic}'\ stemmed fr.om the Lindner and Jarrett (1978, 1980) and R.ose (1980) 
debate. Tl1ese .include " ••. The only realistic strategy is to assume that 
the supply shift is parallel.!r (Rose (1980. p.837» and "... this would 
involve subdiv.iding the pra4uction area into homogeneous regions in terms 
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of the .impact of the innovation in question on y.ield and production costs. 
tlithineach region, a parallel shift could. be presumed w$th.~ut risltof 
s.erious error.· {J.,,indner and Jarrett (1980. p .. 844». the clear me!:u~age 
from .the.sepoints is that disaggregation is preferable to mAthematical 
maJ1ipulation of the aggregate supply i.o t'~llolve thir issue. 

With respect to the seco)'I.d issue Rose (1980, PI 837) also concluded ".. • for 
most innovations , thl8 best information available may be a coat-reduction 
estimate for a single point on the supply curve'. Despite conclusions such 
as this many research evaluation studies, e.sp.ec.ially at a project level, 
still use an e&ti'llate of the production increase as theirb.ase :for 
measurinn ~esearch benefits. It seems important therefore to consider this 
issue further. 

Two sub~isBues are important: 

(a) Does it matter whether the production increase of cost reduction 
is measured as the shift due to technical change? 

(b) How is either measure estuated? Does the answer to this provide 
some guidance for empirical applications? 

In principle if both 3hifts can be measured accurately it should not matter 
which is used.. H.owever t since accuracy can rarely be guaranteed. the 
discussion in sect.ion 2.2 leads to the conclusion that cost 7:eduction 
estimates are less likely to compound and possibly exaggerate any errors 
which might occur. The following indicate the basis for this conclusion: 

Research benefits based on estimates of the output increase are more 
sensitive t;,o supply elasticity 8.stimates. Equation (2) highlights this 
point. 

Related to the elasticity sensitivity is the sensitivity to the 
pre-research priee level chosen. Equation (2) is expres.sed in terms of 
proportional, changes. The vertical shift, although in principle 
referring to a cost reduction, in fact, is implicitly estimated as a 
proportion of the pre-research priee. If equilibrium conditions apply 
and a cost analysis indicates that this price does, in fact. equal t~~ 
current cost (marginal and perhaps average) then estimates will not be 
biased. However t if a price is chosen which includes off-farm costs t 
for example, transport services, then errors can occur. Since many 
exogenous (to the research) factors can influenc9 prices the 
possibility for errors in this transposition is high. 

As highlighted by equation (2) (which is not a general case) most 
formulae for estimating benefits, ~a.sed on horizontal shifts, can 
result, implicitly. in cost .. -C\ductions of greater than 100%. Since 
Gome technologies can achit~o substantial yield increases and low 
supply el~sticities are ofteti obseJ:Ved, this situat.ion is likely to 
arise o~ten. if simple horizontal shift estimates are used. 

With respect to how each shift might be estimated, it is important to look 
more closely at the production function impact of the potential new 
technology to provide an indic6tion of the implications for a shift in the 
cost function and therefore sup~ly. Some of the previous studies discussed 
above have considered various aspects of these linkage9. In the next 
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seetioa s~veral diagranunatica.l illustrations are developed to highlight 
f)"~,e additional poitl.ts. 

Prior to this t however. it is useful to standardise the not.ation used to 
represent the different shifts. In the rest of th1s papa.r the following 
notation will be used: 

k, X is used to represent the unit cost reduction due to teseareh, 
th',t is, the vertical shift in the supply. Lower case 
letters denote the proportional change compared with the 
pre-researeh situation. Upper case letters t'f.'fer to the 
absolute value of the cost decrea~e. 

h. H is the change in output in the supply environment. This is 
the hori2ontal ch,ange in output levels at the pre;ooresearcn 
price. Again lover Gase is the proporti.onal and upper case 
the absolute change~ 

g. G is the increase in output due to the research, Uleasured as 
the change in output at the saUle level of inputs. Thus it is 
a vertical shift from the input axis in the production 
function. 

Any further terminology vill be added as required. 

3.1 Introduction 

To fully appreciate all aspects of the underlying linkages between 
~roduct~on, cost and supply functions, a detailed mathe~atical treatment 1s 
required. Often, hOlal.aver t simpler diagrammatical asseSSlli';ints can provide 
some ueeful insights. While these assessments are Often a better media for 
emphaaising basic relationships, they also can miss important more complex 
interacti~na. Those limitations should b~ kept in mind during the belQw 
dist:ussious. 

Several situations are illustrated in this section. These inelude. first. 
a simple single output. single input production Cll$e. MOst information 
used to assess research impacts is gener.ated from the redJsarch itself or 
the researcher t f$ ,expectations of the potential impact. Much of this 
information is usually gen1!rated with strict controls on most production 
!nput.s. This tend.s to be he case even when farm level technology trials 
are conducted. A two input c,ase is used to illustrate the possible impact 
fixing certain input levels might ha~e on shift estimates. The 
iQpl~catlons 0f factvr biased technical change is also considered. 
Finally, !3ince research trials can often ignore the increased uses of SOme 
inputs f the factorbiaSAd technical change case is used to determine how 
shift estimates based on production level research information might be 
affected. 
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3.2 Single O~tput and Single Input Linkages 

Figure 1 illustrates one way of representing the unde.rlying production 
;unction, total cost function and marginaleost (supply) f1,UlctJ."n. F.i.gure 
1 (a) is the inverted conventionJ 1 single output;., single inr,i,1t production 
function.. The mirror image of the t1".4ditional associttted total cost 
function is given in figv.re l(b). Here some le~Tel '.1£ fued cost is 
included. With a single input the total cost is an in~ut price .scaling of 
the production function with fixed costs added. As;ill usually the case the 
llun:ginal and average cost functions are drawn in f'igt,re lee) with -a scaled 
up mone.sty ~is. The (firm) supply is given a~ the discontinuous function 
in figure 1 { 1 which is the marginal cost c'·.·."Ie above the minimum average 
total cost and then hori;z:ontal at that pricc.. 

The be.fore research functions ;,.re identified with a to I subscript. 
Equilibrium (,)-utput and input levels are found by applying the optimising 
conditions in anyone of t~ three segDlents. Thus with a f~ed output 
Ptice, Pq, equilibrium ou~.;.put is Qo which has associated input use of 
X10 and totsl cost Co' 

The introduction of a AeW technology will shift the prodUction function 
f~om FEo to Pfl .in figure l(a) At the previous input level, XlO ' the 
increase in \.utput is the distence between the two product,ion functions 
measured along the horizontal quantity axis, Q. By the definition in the 
previous section tbis is 'Gf. tlitb a single input environment and no 
change in input price the total cos t function will $hift in a similar 
fashion to Tel' Similarly the marg.lllal and. average cost functions will 
change to HC~ and AC1 - However. t'ince the marginal prodUct has now 
increased at the previous equilibrium input level, input use will increase 
to restore equilibrium. Tn;..s results in a further increment in output to 
Q1 t ~hich is also the equilibrium supply with the new technology_ 
Tnerefore Ql-Qo • H which is greater than G. 

This repr~sentatit:n can be used to highlight some important aspects of 
possible estimation of the s~pply shifts. The production function 
'horizontal' shift at pre-research equilibrium is given by G (in fact for 
some functional forms and neutral technical change the proportional ah1ft, 
gt will be the same for all not just the equilibrium. input levels). 
Transformation of this G to H, the horizontal supply shift, however. 
rpquires re~:onably accur~te knov1edge of the un~erlying pro~uction 
function parameters. This vas high1i~b.ted by Lynam and J'Qnes (1985) and 
also by AkLIO and Haya.mi (1975) in equation (1). If elasticities estimated 
for oth~r purposes are simply adopted the reliability of conversion of G to 
H is queatiQnable. The implica.tions of Antony and Anderson's (1990) 
aS$wnpt;1ofl that GaH can also be aC3n from this d:!.agrammatJ,cal 
illu$tration. For this ,(to apply a linear production. total cost and 
therefore perfectly elastic marginal cost muat apply. 

To achieve 4ccurate estimates of K full knowledge of production parameters 
are a.so re.quired. However, reasonable approximations can, in most 
circumstances. be derived using: 

(i) the estimate of total costs (or unit costs) before and after 
technical change at the 0:igina1 output but lover input levels. 
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CU.) ~he same costs and the G estimate (remember this is still the 
aingle input case). 

Thisconfirma the conclusion by. for example, Rose (1980) tb,at the best 
information available is a cost ... reduction estim$te. 

3.3 Siugle Output and Tvo Input L.i:nJtagea 

TwO' situations will be illustrated in the two input env;lronment~ Host 
research effort involves production information based on holding Qlany 
inp\.\ts fixad. Experimental design and the research project objectives 
require this restriction. Even when technologies are trialed in ferm 
fields or environments those conducting the trials are required to control 
and fix many input levels. The first situation illustrated assumes all 
input levelt; are allowed to vary. The two dimension production is then 
determined by the expansion path which depends on input prices as well as 
technical paramete;:s. The second situatil:ln illustrated considers one fixed 
input and the other variable. The p080ible impact of this on the estimates 
of production function shift information is discussed. 

3.3.1 Two Variable Inputs Case 

Figure 2 repeats the functions aiven in figure 1. An extra quadrant is 
added to represent a two input situation. Figure 2(d) then represents the 
conventional factor-factor diagram with a mapping of isoquants. for a 
given set of input prices, and assuming these remain fixed before and after 
the technology is developed, the efficient input combinations for each 
output level are given by the expansion path. • 

As shown in figure 2(a) and (d) the expansion path can be mapped onto a 
single input production function diagram to give an -efficient- production 
plane. This can be linked to the total cos t function as in figure 1, 
h~vever, this linkage is nov no longer a simple input price scaling of the 
productlon function. Instead it is now dependent pn both input prices and 
the substitutability between them as indicated by figure Zed). 

Fllctot' neutral technicl:.l change can be represonted by a shift towar~ the 
",,:igin of the isoquants. If the isoquants in figure 2(d) are relabelled to 
represent th!.', the shift in the production function in figure 2 (a) is 
giv3n. Tne linkages ar~ the same as in figure 1 with the shifts of G. H 
and K being basically the same. An important difference, however, being 
that the equilibrium output level is now determined by optimum conditions 
which include the prices of two inputs and their marginal products. The 
slopes of the total cost function are more complex and equilibrium is 
usually determined ill figure 2(b) or (c) '~ather than figure 2(a), since the 
latter applies to only one input. 

A change in relative input prices can be represented in figure 2. The 
expansion path L~ figure 2 (d) will shift thus causing a shift in most of 
the other components of figure 2. Nete that if these input price changes 
are independent of the research, then the im?act of the research, is still 
simila.r to that shown in figure 2. The difference being that the 
"pre-research- positions of the curven and equilibrium will be different. 
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3.3.2 One Variable Input, One Fixed Input Case 

As indicated above, research results are usually based on experiment.s and 
trials which involve holding many inputs fixed. If this information is 
used as a basis for estimating G to then estimate H and possibly K, it is 
impot."tant to determine whether this constraint on the information is likely 
to influence the estimates obtained. 

Figure 3 illustrates this situation. If input X
2 

is fixed at X
20 output observati~ns would be associated with Xl input levels along. a 

vertical line from X 0' see filure 3(d). If t1lis is mapped into the 
single factor production function in figure 3 (a) (given a set of input 
prices) fixing ona input level results in inefficient production 
combinations except at the level which intersects the expansion path. 
Therefore the Xl based production function associated with fixed X2 will be as indicated in figure 3 (a) • That is, less of Xl is used at 
lower output levels and more at higher. Clearly the choice of the fixed 
level of X

2 
can be crucial in determining the position of this production 

function. 

The supply (marginal cost) and total cost functions are usually regarded as 
those associated with actual farm production~ therefore, the mapping of the 
"constrained lf versus "efficient" production function onto figure 3 (b) is 
not included. It is assumed that while fsrmers may adopt the technology 
they would assess their optimum resource and production situation based on 
the "efficient· production function. As a result the final supply vill not 
necessarily be affected by the research constraints used to generate 
production change information. 

It is important then to determine whether the research based trial 
. lnformation, if used to calculate the shift in the production function. say 

G, will provide an accurate estimate of G. From figure 3(a) it is seen 
that if the shift in the production function is measured ut the 
p~e-research equilibrium input level then there is scope for 

A 
G ; G. 

For example, the choice of the fixed input level becomes important, 
especially whether the level is higher or lower than the efficient 
equilibrium pre-research level. Since most estimates of G that are derived 
from research or trial results are measured in relation to one input, ag 
land, labour, etc, this illustration demonstrates the clear need for care 
in assuming this information will give an accurate estimate of G or g. On 
the basis of this illustration either over or under estimation could occur. 

3.3.3 Tvo Input Case with Factor Biased Technical Change 

The same type of diagram as figures 2 and 3 can be used to illustrate the 
influence of biased technical ~~ange. In the factor-factor representation 
in figure 2,d) and 3 (d) the posi.tions and shapes of the isoquants can be 
used to represent a range of possibilities. Depending on the form of the 
production function appropriate to each case a range of possibilities 
exist. BroWh (~~?8) discusses several of tn.ttse possibilities. There a;:c! 
several implications of this, for el:ampte, the likelihood that g (the 
proportiona! production function shift) will hold for many input levels is 
reduced. In addition the degree of input bias and the relative prices of 
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inpu\.& may alter the neutral technical change conclusion that H>G. That 
is, the balancing of changed relative marginal products and different 
relative input prices could mean equilibrium output levels are lover than 
the shift at original input leveJ.s in the underlying production function. 
ihile many studies suggest most research. especially yield increasing 
rese.arch, ere factor neutral this may not be the case. For instance, even 
yield increasing research tends to use relatively more of some inputs to 
achieve the higher output. An example. often ignored, is the increased 
labour and machinery required to blrvest the increased yield. 

OVerviev 

The estimation of a from G has been shown to become more cozaplex .if more 
than a cingle input is considered; if research generated infot1Dationhas 
constraints placed on it (which it has to for research to be manageable); 
and if factor biased technical change i~ common. Detailed product;.lon 
function parameter information is required to ensure errorr. are not made. 
It is not possible to conclude that a systematic bias might result. 

Cost reduction estimation of K from total co.st ,i.nformation suffers similar 
problems. However. the current cost base can be used as a gcod ba.s 1.s for 
this estimation. Also even a simpte cost analysis requires :;nnside:ring 
likely changes in all input levels, one at a timso Therefora the chance of 
error seems to be lower. 

3.4 Possibility of Hissing Information in B.e:rearch Production Estimates 

Host agricultural production systems are complex. Research effort. 2n most 
cases, Itus't reduce this complexity bafore a manageable research proj ect can 
be defined. In doing this it becomes very liksly that information, which 
might be af importance for fam level decisi~n making. is averl, .aked. This 
is not surprising and is accepted as one pOssible explanation as to why 
farm level production rarely mirrors that achieved in research or field 
trials. If this incomplete information is used to estimate the production 
function shift, which is then used to estimate the supply shift, errors may 
occur in the research benefit estimates which are obtained. 

Figure 4 illust;rates a case where it is assumed that researc~~ results 
suggest a neutral technical change which gives a shift frot? P to P' 1 
in the commodity production function. If, however. i~ turns ou\Othat t~e 
research effort did not measure all the labour inputs associated with the 
new technology, for example, it ignored the additional harvest input 
required for the higher yield, thet the shifts in isoquants given by Q11 not Q I "t are appropriate. In this case the new output requires more 
inputs \1tan the research information indicated. Mapping this into figure 
4(a) gives a production function P , which is below the original 
estimate. If we define the experimenta~y based production function shift 
as F (f for proportional) then we see in this case 

F > G. 

The cost linkages are also shown through to the three marginal cost curves 
HC t Me' 1 and Mel- It can be seen that undt:r this possibility the F 
es~imate could in fact be larger than the correct H value or shift in the 
final supply. Thus while under so~~ linkage parameter situations using the 
research based production function shift as a direct estimate of H may 
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un4erestimate H, in other CAses using F could. result inovere.st1mation. If 
the linkage conversions are used thi.s overestimation will be compounded. 

4. C2NCLUSIQNS 

A brief overview of the research evaluation l,iter4ture incH.cates that past 
$tudies have used a vertical or horizontal shift in thecODllllo4ity .supply, 
and even in a few cases a eombinationof both. to measure the impact of 
research. 

In many studies this choice bas b~enD1ade without giving full consideration 
to the possible implicit assumptl.uns be.ingmade.. Quick projeet level, 
often called "ben~fit/cost II type studies, usual.iy implicitly use a 
horizontal shift and simplistic supply and demand assumption to provide a 
simple measure of research benefits. Even some studies which e;xplieitly 
consider supply and demand conditions have chosefi the type of shift without 
considering the full implications of this choice. There is still a 
tendency for applications to use different terminology and not clearly 
specify the underlying implications of the shift choice. 

The important point highlighted in this paper is that the production 
functlon to supply function linkages can be complex, especially if 
non-neutral technical change is the norm. Since rel.i.able. comprehensl..ve 
estimates of the underlyins parameters are rarely available it ~1 concluded 
that caution is required in using horizontal shifts based on esearch (or 
researcher controlled 'trials). Ultimately these estimates need to be 
adjusted to represent horizontal supply shifts" These adjustments are 
inevitably made (often implicitly) with parameters not usually estimated {\8 

part of the evaluation study. Final benefits estimates are usually then 
sensitive to tlast estimate.s as well as the choice of base level price. 

Vertical shift estimates, that is, unit cost reductions, are also dependent 
on the same production functicn/cost function linkages and therefore 
underlying parameters. However, if (even simple) cost analyses are used to 
approximate t!le eventual supply shift the scope f.or error is reduced. Al,o 
the understanding of the impact of the technological change is likely to be 
enhanced. Implicit assumptions can still be made. ho~eve~. this is less 
likely to occur. The benefits estimates obtained are, in most cases, less 
gensitive to, often, exogenously determined paraweters. This is especially 
so if it is not assumed that the currently obsetved 'c'lmmodity price is 
necessarily equal to the unit cost. In summary the asse~sment developed in 
this paper agrees with aose's (1978, p.837) conclusion that using cost 
reduction estimates is the best approach. 

The preliminary assessment presented here clearly requires further 
development and refinement before more confident guidelines can be 
developed. More emphasis on mathematical deriva~ions of the linkage 
relationships is important. Exptmsion to lnclude between product 
substitution adds thb important dimension of opportunity costs and product 
transformation to the cost analysis and output change relationship. 
Bantilan and Davis (1991) provide a start to this work. 
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